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Dear Praying Friends,

rT

We have very often seen Satan launch targeted attacks when it looks
the Gospel rnay get out
or dare to spread where he doesn't want it to. Usually if we hold on we can see it also backfire on
him because, after a1[, Jesus is more powerful. He can take any horrible situation and turn it
around for our good. But sometimes the process hurts a bit. We've had sudden artd unexplained
sicknesses, conflicts among workers that shouldn't be, and other things that we sse later came at
very strategic times. When we first moved to Ghana, within our first term we'd experienced the
loss of a child, a local war, and numerous sicknesses, all very discouraging. There were times I
literally wished I could just die. Satan knew that the Konkomba people were ready for the
Gospel and could very well respond to it and he simply didn't want to give up that territory, He
lost.
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living in the area in which we live have seen their share of nightmares
as well. InNorth America we don't really look too deeply into the spiritual realm in our day to
day living, but here it's almost impossible not to. Not long ago we'd have thought that the
marriage of John and Ami was over. Yet they've hung on, they've stayed faithful, and they want
it to heal. While far from blissful ye! we do believe they are trying. We strongly believe that
they could reach ffiffiy, many people for Christ, and that's what we're working toward in training
People, past and present,

and counseling. And there has been backlash for sure. You may recall that their oldest son
Emmanuel died very suddenly not long ago. The marriage has struggled along for quite a while,
even to the point of being a public embarrassment in the neighborhood. But we continue to pray
because we really hope to see them someday be a powerful testimony to what God can do if we
are faithful
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What happened to Ali and his wife Sia is still oh so fresh on all our minds. Ali is working to be a
leader in the church. He has a chmismatic personality and a dedicated heart. Their fnst child died
just before delivery when the hospital repeatedly sent them home when they should have helped
her deliver. Then the death of 9 month old Zachary this month sent us all reeling. Sia had
recently testified that she's not afraid to share Jesus with her friends in their compound.
more faithful and committed people experiencing devastating loss.
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One of our pastors-in-training went through a real dry season whsn his wife left him some
ago and took their two sons back to Liberia. But he's been focused on learning and was shoring
up to be a strong DMM leader. Coming from a strong Islamic background, he has a powerful
testimony. He'd had trouble with his liver and was on medication, howeyer recently shared that
Jesus had healed him of that and of the nightmares he'd been plagued

with for so long. Then this
past week something happened and he decided to turn on Tim making all kinds of strange
accusations and calling him unkind names. We're still not sure just what happened. Tim doesn't
rest well, however, if he knows someone is angry at him, so has pursued a healing which we
believe is taking place now. How do you go from l0}%pro-DMM to "I'm done with DMM?"

It's not

-

easy to watch people that you care about go through these types of things. But

back over where we

been, we've been
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holding on to God with both
can
your
you
way.
in
And
the
end,
in
fact,
will
t\
use them to sharpen your sword, strengthen your annor, so that you are ready for the next attack.
It's one reasoo too that I often cringe when I hear people tell us, "I could never do what you're
I doing." When we hide ourselves away into "safe places" and close our ears to God's call because
there might be danger involved, or we may not be as comfortable as we are no\il, not only are we
depriving others of what God has so freely given to us, we deprive ourselves of the trials that are
needed to strenglhen our faith for when the real hardships come. America is a great place to do
that. But the world needs people to step up and step out, ready to trust in the One that left the
safest place in the universe to come down and experience unimaginable horrors on our behalf, all
so we can live with Him in eternity.
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Some GREAT news on the Discovery Bible Study front. Group B has officially been through all
the lessons now and is ready to break up into their ownNEW groups. The goal is to start 4 new
groups. Amadou and Bala have found a friend of theirs that wants to get some people together
from his house and village to meet each week, so those two will start their orrm classes. Kwaku
and John will also be starting their own class once they identifr a person of peace that wants to
learn more about the Torah. Pray for these men. They'll be leading without any help now. We
call this the second generation, as one group "gives birth" to two more groups. These guys really
need your prayers as they start this new venture!!

Continued prayers also for our clinic. Last week my nurse, Eunice, informed me that t}te doctor
had not shown up. This happened for2-3 days when she told me that he's not coming back.
Some time ago I'd sent him for training in how to use an ultrasound machine. While at haining I
guess the doctors there all compared notes, and opr doctor decided he wasn't berng paid enough.
(I keep track of what people around here are being paid and he's pretty much making a similar
salary to other doctors in our town.) He came back demanding a higher salary, and I promised
that once we get this new system working and are actually bringing IN money rather than just
spending it all, I hoped to raise ALL the salaries. But I guess he found a friend that convinced
him to come work with him for more pay. So even though he'd signed a contract saying he'd
commit to 3 years if we got him the training, he took off. Now we've done all this renovating at
the clinic, arranged to purchase a machine, and have no doctor. Please pray for direction...and
my sanity. Pray too that we can find a good and reliable doctor that already knows how to read
an ultrasound machine.

(There's
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rattling around in my brain this past month, from I Peter 4
friends, do not be surprised at the fiery ordeal that has come on you to test you, a^r though
something strange were happening to you." (italics mine) God
a purpose in all this. Watch as
a verse that has been
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For the work of Tim and Beth
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